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vi
GENESIS OF SULFIDE DE POSITS
IN SOUTHWESTERN HANCOCK COUNTY, MAINE

ABSTRACT
Detailed mapping in the Blue Hill-Castine district of southwestern
Hancock County began in 1967.

In subsequent years ma?ping will be combined

with geochemical investigations to establish the origin of known sulfide
deposits so that mining companies may conduct meaningful exploration programs within the district.
Regionally the Ellsworth schist of presumed Ordovician age is a
phyllitic muscovite-chlorite quartz schist.

Within the district it has been

contact metamorphosed to ribbony chlorite and biotite schist, an intennediate zone of hornfels, granofels, and skarn, and an inner zone of xenoliths
within granitic rocks.

Quartzites and metamorphosed, porphyritic, leuco-

~ratic quartz latites occur as locally mappable units within the pelitic
rocks.
Unconformably overlying the Ellsworth is the much less metamorphosed
Castine formation, which consists of conglomerat es, agg lomerates, bl a ck
slates, greenstones, a variety of fine-grained metasedirnentary and metaigneous rocks, and nonporphyritic, leucocratic dacites.
was discovered within the black slates.

A fossil locality

An actinolitic amphibolite cuts

both t he Ellsworth and Castine rocks.
A large body of hornblende diorite wi thin the Ellsworth schist and
metabasaltic to metagabbroic dikes predorninaniy within the Castine are
probab l y the upper parts of the reportedly stratiforrn Bays-of-Haine complex.
'I'hes ~ r ocks are less. metamo,rphosed than either the Castine or the orth oamphibolite.

vii

Early Devonian granitic stock s intrude or contact metamorphose all of
the other rocks.

The Sedgwick and South Penobscot ?lutons are now known to

be compo site quartz monzoni tes.

Reversals of foliation wi tl1in the rib bony

biotite Ellsworth schists indicate that t11ese intrusions are partially rimmed
by synforrns.

Because the ribbony schists are :practically confined to the

contact aureoles, the stocks are inferred to have risen through, and penetratively defonned, as well as co ntact rr.etamo:q:,hosed, the pre-existing chloritic
Ellsworth phyllitic schi~ts.

This and other evjdence suggests that the

stocks are not cupolas rising from a shallow batholith.
Folds of all sizes in the western part of the district plunge southward.
The axis of a major anticline parallels the Castine-Brooksville town line .
Recognition o·f this fold permits a crude stratigraphic subdivision of the
Castine, which implies that the 8reenstone- bearing sequence of the Cape
Rosier peninsula is the up:,er part of the formatioi.1,

Folding, which pro-

bably was coincident with emplacement of the plutons, produced decollement
features along the Ellsworth-Castine nonconfonnity .
Offsets of the ortho- amphibolite are primarily responsible for recognition
of at least three sets of previously unknown faults .

The early no·rtheast

faults are contemporaneous with metamorphism of the amphibolite, and at least
one north- south fault cuts the South Penobscot pluton.

The absence of younger

rocks precludes assigning a definite age to the younger faults.
The economic importance of the faults depends upon ~,hether mineralization
is f:racture controlled or, as seems likely, predated faulting.

Hydothermal

alteration appears to be limited to sulfurization of mafic rocks without any
significant introduction or ore metals.
sulfides.

Quartz veins are vitually devoid of

The Bays-of-Maine complex should be prospected in Penobscot town-

ship for Sudbury-type mineralization.

l

INTRODUCTION

The Blue Hill - Castine district of soutlmestern Hancock County, Haine

(Figure l) was explored for co ppe r-zinc sulfide ores during the 1880's and
a 0 ain during the past decade.
the last ten years:

Two important discoveries have been made in

the currently inactive Blackhawk mine in Blue Hill

townshi~, and the Harborside mine on the Cape Rosier peninsula.
Both periods of exploration prompted reconnaissance geologic mapping.
Smith and others (1 90 7) included the Blue Hill-Castine district in the
northeastern quarter of th e ir l:12s;ooo ma? of the Penobscot Bay quadrangle;
Winga rd (1 961 ) rema~ped the district on a scale of 1:62,500 and more pre cisely delineated and described the units established by Smith and others,
especially in th~ western half of t\1e district.

Forsyth (1 953 ) mapped the

wes tern side of Blue Hil l Bay (approximately 1:54,350).

The many less

inclusive studies made prior to the present report are listed by Wingard.
Thus, both pe riods of exploratio~ and Young's subsequent geophysica l
investigations (1962) of individual prospects were made without the benefit
o:f: clet:ai led geologic lmm1lcdge of the area.

The purpose of the present

inves tigation, s ponsored by the l' 1a ine Geological Survey , i s to provide
this know l edge, and ultima tely, by field mapping and geochemical investigations , to establish the origin of known sulfide deposits so that mining
companies may conduct more meaningful exploration programs.
The present inv es tigation s tarted in the summer of 1967 and will take
at least another t~-;o years to comp lete.

Detailed mapping of the bedrock,

with only cursory examina tion of the associated minera l de posits, began in

19G7.

This ma p[) iag Hill be extended during the summer of 19 68 , and study

of the minera l de posits themselves will be initiated at that time.

The
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last year of the program will be devoted to whatever geochemical studies
seem li~ely to elucidate the ori~in of the mineral deposits.
The eastern area i n Figure 1 was mapped by Mr . Micheal B. Jones (19 68 )
in 1967 as a Master of Science thesis for the University of Washington
under my supervision.

I ma pred the western area, ~~ich includes Brooksville

and parts of the surrounding townships.

These two areas are hereafter

called the Blue Hill and Brooksville areas, respectively.
The two areas were chosen for map?ing at a scale 1:16,000 for t wo
reasons .

They contain most of the prospec ts and old mines of the distri~t

tabulated by Hussey (19 58 ).

Secondly, Callahan Mining Corp. is now engaged

in detailed mapping and exploration of the Cape Rosier peninsula peripheral
to its Harborside mine , and D. B. Stewart of the U.S. Geological Survey is
currently mapping tl1e Penobscot Bay region including the townships of
Brooklyn , Sedgwick, and the southeastern part of Brooksville on a scale
of 1:62,5000.

When all three projects are completed, detailed mapping

will extend from Care Rosier to Blue Hill and can be compared with the
results of the regional mapping .

4

GEOGRAPHY

The Blue Hill-Castine district is midway along the Maine coast on the
east side of Penobscot Bay (:r?igure 1).

Concordant summits rarely e:x:ceed

an altitude of 400 feet but Blue Hill, a monadno ck in the township of
the sar,1e name, is about 920 feet.
The two major to~ms in the area, Blue Hill and Castine, are ~-, ell
known surrn:1er resorts.

Access within the area, by paved State ·r oads and

various secondary roads, is generally good.
Ten foot tides have prov ided a thin strip of outcro p along the coast
and tidal rivers.

Inland forests, swamp~ and Quaternary - Recent deposits

obscure mos t of the bedrock,

Thus abundant outcrops along the shore must

be matched with abundant inferences inland.
geologi c tontacts are covered or inferred.

For this reason virtually all

5

GE NERAL GEOLOGY

The Ellsworth :forr,,ation of p resu med Ordovician age is predominantly
chlorite schist with minor interbedded greenstones, metaquartzites, and
feJ.sic rnet2.volcanic rocks; contact metamorphism has converted the Ellsworth
to biotite schists and gneisses.

The lithologically more variable Castine

forn1ation of probable Silurian age, consists of slightly metamorphosed
graywackes, agglomerates, conglomerates, felsic volcanic rocks, tuffs,
greenstones, and black shales.

Post-Castine gabbro-diorites of the Bays-

of-Haine complex (Chapman, J.962) are slightly metamorphosed and are, in
t u rn, intruded by early Devonian biotite granites.

The gabbro-diorite

body and the Castine forma tion do not occur in the Blue Hill area.

6

HETAHORPHIC ROCKS

CORRELATION AtID AGE
Lack of ty oe sections.

Smith and others (1907) loosely defined the

Ellsworth schist as representative of the rocks in the city of Ellsworth
a nd the Castine formation as light colored lavas and pyroclastics on the
Castine peninsula, especially those within the to wnship of Castine.

This

geographic definitation of the Ells1rnrth largely coincides with what
Mc Gregor (1964) subsequently called the Lamoine Group of the Ellsworth,
but Mc Gregor did not define a type section for the Lamoine.
In the absence of type sections, the Castine is herein distinguished
from the Ellsworth by its still discernable elastic units, lithologic
variability, and lesser degree of metamorphism.

Because this policy was

al s o ado;_:,ted by Wingard (1961, p. 35) the formational contacts of his and
the present study are at least grossly similar.
Correlation and age.

Mc Gregor's correlation (1964, p. 22-26) of the

Ellsworth formation in the Blue Hill - Castine district with his 25,000
foot thick Lamoine Group within the Ellsworth schist of the Ellsworth
quadra ngle is t entatively accepted.

In the Ellsworth quadrangle the

Lamo ine Group consists of a maximum of 25,000 feet of non-porphyblastic
quartzofeldpathic schist and is overlain by 10,000 to 15,000 feet of
porphyroblastic quartzofeldspathic schist named the Egypt Group by Mc Gregor.
He sugge sted that the Ellsworth is Uppe r Ordovician-lower Silurian, whereas
Doyl e and others (1967) designated the Ellsworth as Cambrian -Ordovician.
All of the rocks mapped as Castine formation in this report were
inc luded in the original geographic des i gnation of the Castine by Smith
and other s (1907), who thought the formation was Cambrian.

Wingard (1961)

7

considered the Castine to be Middle or Late Silurian.

He correctly

identified as Ellsworth much of wha t Smith and others called Castine in
northern Brooksville and southeastern Penobscot but placed a belt of
typical Castine lithologies on the northern shore of Eggernoggin Reach
with in the Ellsworth.

This belt of r~cks therefore, was included within

rocks intermediate in age to the El l sworth and the Castine by Doyle and
others (1967) who designa ted the Castine as Silurian-Devonian.
In the absence of definitive data, the Ellsworth is here assumed to
be Ordovician and the Castine to be Silurian.

8

ELLSW'.:JRTH SCHIST
Phl.liti c chlorite schist.

Chorite schist is the most co;muon Ellsworth

lithology tl1roughout southwes t e rn Hancock County ( Smith and others,1907;
Wingar~ 19 61; and Mc Gr ego ~ 19 64 ).

In the Brooksville a rea phyllitic

chlorite schist occurs only i:1 drill holes at the Highland prospect \n the
nortlwJest corner of the area.

The variety of Castine litholog ies in these.

cores probably caused Young (1962) to include the schist as part of the
Castine formation,

However, no such foliated rocks occur in und oubted

po rtioT1s of the Castine.

Moreover, phylli tic chlori te schist of the

El lsworth formation crops out on the west side of Blue Hill Bay and just
s outh of the Castine-Blue Hill district on the north side of Little Deer
Isle .
Ri bbony schist.

The mo st common and distinctive Ellsworth lithology in

the Blue Hill and Brooksville ar eas is an intricately folded biotite
schist.

It consists of alternating , fine-grained, dark and white folia

1 t o 2 mm thick.

The dark folia contain biotite, chlorite, and lesser

amount s of epidote, opaques (usually sulfides), quartz, and plagioclase.
The wh ite folia are predominantly quartz and plagioclase with minor biotite,
chl or ite, and epidote (see Table 1).

In handspecimen the folia outline

similar and p tygrnatic folds the crests of ~.;hich are often 4 mm thick.

The

folia give the schist a ribbony or woody appearance.
The ribbony Ellsworth schis t is spatially related to the granitic
plutons,

In Blue Hi ll township ribbony schist is entirely within the

biotite isograd, but along the Bagaduce River fr cm the Narrows to the
Negro Islands, some ribbony schist is within the chlorite zone (see Figure
2).

B~cause the belt of ribbony schist from Brooksville to Blue Dill

paral le ls the regional strike ( see Doyle and others, 1967), and is more
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED HODES OF ELLSWORTH ROCKS

(See Table 2 for estimated modes of felsic volc an ic rocks)
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67/ 662

Cataclastic ribbony chlorite schist,. southeast side of Route 199
\ mile nort heas t of Castine-Penobscot town line.

67/539

Ribbony chlorite-biotite schist, 1.3 mile south of West Brooksville.

67/ 874

Ribbony biotite schist, south side of the mouth of Shepardson Brook,
Smith Cove.

67/230

Granofels, from contact zone of Ellsworth schist around the Sedgwick
granitic pluton, ½ mile southwest of western end of Parker Pond.

67/783

Hornfe ls, from contact zone of Ellsworth schist around the South
Penobscot gra nitic pluton, west side of Tills Point.

67/J.25

Augen gneiss from contact and border zone of Ellsworth schist around
the South Penobsco t granitic pluton, on peninsula between southeastern and southern arms of Ta·p ley Cove.

67/119

Gneissic skarn from co ntact zone of Ellsworth schist, end of south
easte rn arm of Tapley Cove.
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Figure 2

(top),

BRECCIA PLAQUE AND CHLORITIC RIBBON'Y SCHIST OF THE
ELLSHORTH SCHIST.
Pencil point s to breed.a overlyin$.
ribbony green schist, East shore of Baga<luce River
north of Lords Cove, Brooksville township.

Figure 3

(bottom).

DISRUPTED BIOTITIC Ril3BOffx SCHIST OF THE ELLSWORTH
SCHIST IN THE CONTACT ZONE OF THE SOUTH PENOBSCOT
GRANTIC PLlJ"TON. Quarter for scale. Tills Po int,
Penobscot townsbip.

11

deformed than typical phyllitic Ellsworth chlorite schist, the ribbony
sthist might be considered a separate metasedimentary formation and older
than the Ellsworth.

However, the phyllitic chlorite schist localities

noted above, encircle the ribbony schis~ and mapping by Forsyth (1953)
and Jones (19 68 ) shows that the phyllitic schists of Blue Hill Neck strike
into ribbony biotite schists.

Therefore the near coincidence of the rib-

bony schists with the contact aureoles of the grantic plutons is genetic.
Evident ly emplacement of the granitic plutons caused penetrative deformation of previous l y existing Ellsworth chlorite schists.
In thin section the ptygmatic folds in the chlorite-muscovite quartz
schists on Route 199 north of the Castine-Penobscot town li ne (67/662 of
Table 1) transect an earlier foliation.

The quartz here,and in the chlorite

schist north of Lords Cove1. is sutured and invariably has undulatory extinction, indicating that the last folding was cataclastic.

South of West

Brooksville, ribbony biotite schists contain anhedral, unsutured quartz
without undulatory extinctio~as well as two generations of chlorite:

well

foliated, fine grained chlorite cuts across an earlier foliation outlined
by opaque minerals; this chlorite is partically replaced by poorly ori ented
fine grained biotite, which in turn is partially replaced by medium-grained
clots of unoriented chlorite.

Along the Narrows and at the mouth of

Shepardson Brook the only mica that the ribbony schists contain is poorly
oriented biotite,
These textures are consistant with the hypothesis that emplacement
of the granitic plutons pe netratively deformed a previously existing
chlo r ite-muscovite-quartz schist .

Closer to the plu tons thermal contact

metamor?h i sm apparently outlasted ?Cnetrative deformation, permitting recryst alli z atio n of quartz and the growth of poorly oriented biotite and larger
clots of retrograde chlorit~.

12
Ellsworth contact zone.

Between ribbony biotite schist and the various

plL!tons is a biotite-bea1:in8 zone of variable thick!1ess in Hhich the
ribbony texture has beei1 obliterat ed, modified, or greatly deformed (see
:Figure 3).

The hornfelses, granofelses, poor ly develop ed sk arns , mig-

n~tit ic rocks, and cataclastic gneisses of this zone are too thin and
irregular to show as individual units on the Brooksv i lle ma?.

Dissemi-

nated sulfides and ii1creased biotite cont en t tend to make this zone more
rusty weathering t~an the ribbony biotite schist.
In addition to grossular and andalusite, this zone also may contain
silimanite a nd cor<lierite similar to occurrences described by Lindgren
(1 925) and Wingard (1961) in Blue Hill township.

Isograds based on these

mineral s pro bably would be confined to this contact zone and the next
inward (bord er ) zone.

The hornfels, granofe1s, and skarn listed in Table 1

are re?re se nt ative of the hornblende hornfels facies of Turner (196~,
p, 20L:.).

Migmat itic rocks occur where the inner par t of the contact zone or
the border zone (see below) intersect Ellsworth felsites.

The best example

is on the wes tern shore of South Bay just north of Tapley Cove where
flmvage of the felsites oisarticulated a mafic dike (Figure 4).
TI,e best example of a cataclastic augen gneiss is the tip of the
peni nsul a between the southeastern and southern ar.ns of Tapley Cove
(Figure 5).

This 100 foot thick gneiss, with epidote-coated fractures,

is easily mistaken for a metacong lomerate,

The restriction of this gneiss

to th e inner part of the contact zone or the border zone (Tapley Cove,
Just east of the di s articulated mafic dike, and on the tip of Tills point),
as Well as the monolithologic nature of the

11

clast:s 11 suggest that this

rock formed by ex treme deformati on of 1:ibbony biotite schist.

A similar

gneiss occurs in a similar geologic setting on the west side of Blue Hill

13

Figure 1\ .

DISARTICULATED HAFIC DIKE IN HIGHATITIC LATITE I N THE CONTACT
ZONE AROUNlJ THE SOUTH PEl,mBSCOT GRANITIC PLUTON . We s t sh o re
of South Bay nor t h of Tapley Cove , Brooksville township .

14

Fi3ure 5 ( top )

CATACLASTIC GNEISS MID A DIOIUTIC DIKE OF THE CONTACT
AND BORDER ZONES AROUND THE SOUTH PENOBSCOT GRANITIC
PLUTON. Peninsula between the southeastern and
southern arms of Tapley Cove , Brooksville township .

Figure 6 (bottom).

INTEPJ·i.EDIATE STATE IN THE DEVELOPNEi.'IT OF A CATACLSTIC
GNEISS lHTHIN THE ELLS\·!ORTH SCHIST . Errataic on Blue Hill
Neck , Blue Hill township . Note that a second foliation
cutting the felsic folia at a low angle forms frasments
similar to those in figure 5.

15

Harbor south of Parker Point,

Figure 6, an erratic on Blue Hill Neck,

probab ly represents a stage of development intermediate between deformed
ribbon schist (Figure 3) and the augen gneis s at Tapley Cove.
Ellsworth-gr?nitic border zone,

The borders of the granitic plutons of

the Brooksville area cc;.rnmonly contain inclusions of Ellsworth schist·
(Figure 7).

The granitic rocks of this border zone generally are finer

grained than rocks within the plutons.

The Ellsworth frag ments have been

converted to biotite gneisses containing megascopic epidote, garnet, or
diopside.

With the exception of a few outcrops on Tills Point (Figure 5),

all vestiges of the characteristic ribbony or woody texture are obliterated.
The entire zone (grading from igneous rocks wi t h few inclusions,
through outcrops containing equal areas of dikes and fragments, to Ellsworth
te rrane containing a few dikes)
wide.

is rarely more than a quarter of a mile

The outer part of the zone around the South Penobscot granitic

pluton crops out along the southwestern bank of the Bagaduce River and
the southwestern part of Northern Bay.

The zone seems to be widest and

be st developed along the northern border of the Sedgwick granitic pluton
between the two mapped areas.

Apparently the zone surrounding the north-

western border of the Sedgwick granitic pluton is rather thin; it probably
underlies the swampy valley that trends northeastward through Parker Pond.
Felsites.

The extremely leucocratic, aphanitic, porphyritic and nonpor-

phyritic rocks li s ted in Table 2 are he re collectively referred to as
11

fel sites".

Felsites in the Ellsworth formation are often difficult to

distinguish from those in• the Castine.

Both are white to frosty weathering

(buf f ~eathering if they contain sulfides) and gray on fresh surfaces.
Although felsite~ ~ith in the phyllitic chloritic facies of the Ellsworth
schist on the north shore of Eggemoggin Reach are well foliat ed, those in
th e Brooksvil le area north and south of Tapley Cove are not.

Because these
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ESTihATED MODES OF FELSIC IGENOUS ROCKS
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X

Apatite

66/563

Ellsworth formation, porphyritic quartz latite, between Perkins
Mountain and Tapley Cove.

67/967

Ellsworth formation, porphyritic quartz latite, 1 mile southeast
of 1fost Brooksville east of Route 176 and south of Shepardsand Brook.

67 /3 85

Castine formation, dacite,

67 /41 4

Castine formation, dacite, northHest side of southern Henry
Island, Smith Cove,

67/639

Ca s tine forn1ation, dacite, northuest side of Bagaduce River north
of northern Negro Island at Emerson-Castine prospect,

¼ mile east of northern Negro Island,
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Figure 7

FRAGMENTS OF ELLSWORTH SCHIST IN THE BORDER ZONE AROUND THE
smrrn PENOBSCOT GRAiUTIC PLUTON , East side of 'i'ills Point ,
Penobscot township .
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are on strike with foliated felsites north and south of Shepardson Brook,
and because the Ellsworth schist is better foliated than the Castine
rocks, megascopically foliated felsites are assigned to the Ellsworth.
The nonfoliated felsites in the vicinity of Tapley Cove are adjacent to
a large gabbro-diorite body and the South Penobscot granitic pluton and
are, therefore, inferred to be hornfelsed.
The following additional criteria may be used to distinguish
Ellsworth felsites from their Castine counterparts:
1.

Felsites associated with typical Ellsworth or Castine lithologies
can be assigned to the appropriate formation.

However, the

felsites near Route 176 east of Smith Cove are near lithologies
typical of both formations.
2.

Felsite units within Castine lithologies on the Cape Rosier
peninsula and south of the limit of geologic mapping in the
Brooksville area seem to have wider outcrop widths and shorter
strike lengths than felsites within Ellsworth schists in the
vicinitj of Tapley Cove,

These dimensions could, of course,

be accidents of dip or structural truncation.
3.

The Castine formation is generally less deformed than the
Ellswbrth.

Therefore the intraformational folding shown in

Figure 8, which is unlike the folds in other rocks, may be
volcanic flow banding.

Such banding is unlikely to be preserved

in the Ellsworth formation that has undergone regional and contact metamorphism or

those parts of the Castine that have been

subjected to significant contact metamorphism.
lf,

Fe1_sites within Ellsworth lithologies are noticeably porphyritic
(see Table 2), whereas the Castine felsites, such as the one in
Figure 8, contain only a few fine grained phenocrysts.
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Figure 8.

INFERRED VOLCANIC FLOW BANDING IN CASTINE DACITE . Northwestern
side of southern Henry Island (67/414 of Table 2), Smith Cove,

Brooksville township .
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5.

Staining by sodium cobaltinitrite reveals that Ellsworth felsites
in addition to having microcline phenocrysts have abundant
potassium feldspar in the groundmass whereas the Castine felsites
are practically devoid of potassium feldspar.

Even the tuffa-

ceous Castine rocks of Table 3 (67/500 and 67/762) are devoid of
potassium feldspar.
6.

Evidently the large amount of aphanitic plagioclase is responsible for the frosty weathering of the Castine felsites (67/414)
on the Henry Islands,

Therefore, frosty weathering, as opposed

to white weathering felsites, are assigned to the Castine.
On the basis of criteria (1), (4), (S), and (6), the white weathering,
felsites without megascopic foliation (67/967 of Table 2) on either side
of the green amphibolite on Route 176 northeast of Smith Cove are inferred
to be Ellsworth felsites,
The eastern felsite (67/563 of Table 2) within the Ellsworth schist
north and south of Tapley Cove is approximately 300 feet thick; the western
unit is 50 feet thick at Mills Point,

The eastern unit can be traced

intermittently for at least 1\ miles along South Bay and Tapley Cove, and
perhaps, on the basis of four outcrops, for another 2\ miles inland to the
south and southeast near Shepardson Brook.

Felsitic fragments in the

contact zone on the southwestern side of Tills Point suggest that the
st rike length could be at least 4.5 miles,

The rather long strike length

and the fairly constant spacing bet0een the units suggest .that the felsites

Were extrusive.

If so, they should be excellent markers within the other-

\.lise monotonous Ellsworth schist and should be carefully noted in drill
cores.
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CASTL:~E roRNATI01l

Gene ral.

Because of the aforementioned poor distribution of outcrops,

a)parent structural complex ity, and numero us repetion.s of litholi~ies,
only lithologies of the Castine fonnation are sho•;-,,11 on the Brooksville
ma ;:,, and detailed correlation is left 'to the reader's discretion.

The

pref ix "meta" usually will be omitted from Castine lithologics, primarily
for the sake of simplicity but also to stress the much lesser degree of
metamo rphism compared to the Ellsworth schist.

Hone the less, al 1 fr.:1.g-

menta l rocks do break across the clasts, are sorne~rl1at foliated, and have
chloritic or biotitic ma trices.
Conglomerates and agglomerates.

It was originally hoped, and perhaps it

may ultimately be possible, to recognize distinctive congl omera tic or
ag glomeratic units and to use these for detailed correlation within the
Cast ine.

Therefore all units with clasts larger than pebble size are

shmm on the B1:ooksville map.

Any distinction betwee n agglomerates and conglome rates probably is
somewha t artificial.

Units containing only felsitic or tuffaceous clasts

are called agglomerates.

Some of these rocks may have been volcanic

mudflows rather than agglomerates.

Conglomerates are here defined as

units containing either clasts of two or more litholo g ies or of rounded
quartz.

In general, the clasts within the agglomerates are angular;

some of the angularity and imbrication of tuffaceous clasts was probably
caused by stretching along foliation planes.
Agglomerates (or volcahic mudflows) containing cobble size fragments
are probably di agno stic of the Castine.

Well known localities near the

Brooksvi· l le area are Goose Falls at the Harborside Mine ( Smit1
l an d ot1ers,
I
1907. L

'

.

,

ev1n and Sanford, 1948) and the Punchbowl on Eggemoggin Reacn

(Wingard, 1961).

Within the Brooksville map area individual outcrops of
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agglomerates occur in northeastern Castine t ownship; more extensive
outcro7s occur along the southeastern side of Smith Cove.
The ~hick conElomerates on the south shore of the Narrows of the
Bagaduce River do not recur in the narrower band of Castine rocks north
of the Narrows.

The presence of agglomerate in the contact aureole of

the Sedgwick granite at the Punchbowl suggests that contact metamorphism
did not obliterate any p1·eviously existing conglomerates or agg lomera tes
north of the Narrows.
The conglomerates along the southwestern shore of the Narrows contain,
as noted by Wingard (1961), several rock types, including fragme nts identical to rib bony Ell swo rth schist (Figure 9).

Thus, the Ellsworth, or a

rock very similar to it, is older than the Castine.

If the clasts are

Ellsworth equivalents, the ribbony structure must have been produced when
conglome rates were metamorphosed.

The unit containing the best and largest

Ellswo rth-like fragments is less than 200 stratigraphic feet above the
Castine-Ellsworth contact.
Felsites.

Felsites within the Castine formation (see Table 2 and Figure 8)

are most abundant on the Cape Rosier peninsula and south of the limit of
geologic mapping in the Brooksville area.
in Castine township near Negro Island.

They also seem to be abundant
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Figure a

Cl•

CLASTS OF ELLS~WRTH SCHISTS IN CASTINE COFGLOl:fERATE.
shore of the Narrows , Brooksville township .

South
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Fragmental rocks.

Grouped under this heading are all rocks containing

clasts of less than cobble size; usually the clasts are granule size or
less.

This admittedly catch-all grouping includes (see Table 3) fine-

grained agglomerates, tuffs, fine-grained volcanic mudflows, porphyritic
tuffs, graywackes, and subordinate amounts of various thin, fine-grained,
non-porphyritic rocks.

Because these fine-grained rock types cannot be

easily distinguished in the field, and because outcrops inland are very
limited, subdivision has not been attempted.
Outside the hornfels zone, these rocks are green, and the clasts
(or phenocrysts), which are more resistant to weathering, give the rocks
a gritty appearance.

Because the rocks break across the clasts, the

clasts are more noticeable on weathered surfaces.
Black slates.
fonoation.

Black slates appear to be characteristic of the Castine

They occur at Lords Cove, in a drill hole 1/3 mile south of

West Brooksville, along the eastern side of Smith Cove, and in the cove
northwest of the Narrows.

The slate near the Narrows and the one at

Lords Cove have abundant pyrite cubes up to 7 mm.

Hingard included black

slates on the northwestern shore of Orcutt Harbor and on the southern side
of Hatch Cove within the Castine.

Thicknesses of the black slates are difficult to determine.

The 50

to 75 foot thick slate northwest of the Narrows probably is part of a

fault zone because (1) it contains thin tabular bodies of carbonate rocks,
( 2) the fragmental Castine rocks imrnediately to the west have an anoraalous
N 51

0

W strike, and (3) the slate is on strike with the Bagaduce River

to th e south and a Castine-Ellsworth contact to the north.

The slate at

l.o't'tls Cove contains numerous folds and its southern contact is not exposed.

The slates on the eastern side of Smith Cove also are folded and no continu

ous sect1.'on is exposed; assuming an average dip of 30,
o that cleavage
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TABLE 3

ESTIJ.v'i.A TED HODES OF CASTINE ROCKS

(See Table 2 for felsic volcanic rocks)
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Clinozoisite
~•:Pinnite

67 / 500

Hornfelse~ porphyritic, tuffaceous dacite,
Mou ntain.

67/766

Hornfe ls e~porphyritic, s pherulitic (?) dacite, 1/6 mile southeast
of Rou te 199 and 3/4 mile northeast of Castine -- Penobscot town line.

67/717

Cordie rite-biotite hornfels, 1/6 mile west of Hercules prospect on
north side of the Narrows.

67/603

67/655

~

mile north of Perkins

Graywacke sandstone, west side of Bagaduce River 1/10 mile southwest.
of Cast ine - Penobscot town line.
Medium grained rne tadiorite, on peninsula 1/6 mile northwest of west
end of the Narrows.
Greenstone, 1/5 mile southeast of southern Henry Island, Smi th Cove.
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is parallel to bedding, and no repetition of units, t he black slate
on the peninsula southeast of the Henry Islands is 200 to 250 feet thick,
but diorite forms the southeastern contact.

The drill hole south of West

Brooksville contains 180 feet of distorted slate (abundant quartz veinlets and pyrite cubes) as well as another 246 feet of undistorted,
pyritiferous slate; cleavage in the undistorted slate dips about 70

0

relative to the axis of the core, but the angle and azimuth of the drill
hole are unknown.
Outcrops of pyrititerous, spotted black slate also occur along Route
199 on the southwest side of Perkins Hill in southwestern Penobscot
township 2/3 of a mile north of the Brooksville map area.

The rocks are ·

megascopically and microscopically similar to the black slate in the
drill core south of West Brooksville; however, in thin section they
contain sericite and chlorite pseudomorphic after 1 to 2 mm metacrysts
that may have been cordierite, and sericite pseudomorphic after rectangular
grains that may have been andalusit~.

These differences may be attributed

to contact metamorphism by gabbro-diorite or the South Penobscot granite
that Smith and others and Wingard mapped on the east side of Perkins Hill.
One of the significant contributions of this investigation was the
discovery of a fossil locality in the black slates on the peninsula southeast of the Henry Islands.

One fragment of what appears to be a trilobite

was fou nd on the south shore of the peninsula; positive identification
and dating are being left to the Maine Geological Survey.

This discovery

in low grade metamorphic rocks is especially significant because the
nearest previously known locality is l 7 miles to the south at Ames Knob

in North Haven (Smith and others, 1907).

Ames Knob is now thought to be

Early Devonian (R. G. Doyle, 1967, personal cormnunication).
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Greenstones.

Although abundantly intercalated with Castine lithologies

on the ca,e Rosier peninsula, greenstones are a minor lithology in the
Brooksville area and are restricted to the northeast corner of Smith Cove.
In thin section the westernmost greenstone from Smith Cove (67/385 of
Table 3) has enigmatic elliptical structures 1.0 by 0.5 mm surrounded by
opaques, and filled with biotite rimmed and replaced by chlorite; both
the biotite and the chlorite ar~ cut by laths of calcite that appear to
be pseudomcrphic after plagioclase.
Hornfels.

Many of the hornfelsed rocks on both sides of the Narrows

(67/500 and 67/672 of Table 3) are tuffaceous.

Like the felistes, the

hornfelses are massive and poorly foliated, but jointing is not as
closely s;_:,aced as in the felsites.

Moreover, fresh surfaces are reddish-

brown (due to microscopic, contact metamorphic biotite) rather than gray.
Cordierite is best developed on the north side of the Narrows where
it weathers into popcorn-like knobs often exceeding one centimeter in
diameter.

The southern limit of megascopic cordierite seems to be the

south bank of the Narrows, but outcr8ps south of the Narrows are poor.
The cordierite of 67/717 on the north side of the Narrows is altered to
pinnite.
Large (12 x 6 mm) ellipsoidal objects with white cores and bluish

rims in 67/762 are megascopically similar to cordierite, but consist of
chlorite and quartz rimmed by coarse cb.lcrite.
s,herulites.

Perhaps these are altered
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Surrm1arv,

Despite the previously enumerated hazzards of correlation, the

Castine fonnation can be divided into three geographic areas of somewhat
different lithology and structure (Table 4).

The Smith Cove area appears

to be similar to the Cape Rosier peni nsula, with the exception that the
latter has more greenstones along its western coast.

The significance

of this tripartite division will be postponed until the structural geology
is discussed .
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POST-CASTINE ORTHO-AtiPHIBOLITE
Location and origin.

The one rock type that can be traced the full length

of the Brooksville area is a pale green weathe ring, black, fine-grained amphibolite.
moss

Foliation is best observed on slightly weathered surfaces beneath

and is very difficult to recognize rnegascopically on fresh surfaces.
On weathered surfaces and in thin sec~ions the amphibolite is as

well foliated as the Ellsworth schists.

It is concordant with the ribbony

Ellsworth schists at the one place where the contact is expo sed east of
West Brooksville.

North of the Narrows and south of West Brooksville, the

amphibolite is entirely within the Ellsworth.

However, north of West

Brooksville, the amphibolite either follows the Castine-Ellsworth contac~
or is entirely within the Castine.

Ther efo re the amphibolite is a meta-

morphosed post-Castine dike.
Petrograohy.

Samp le 6 7/324 of Table 5 is typical of the well foliated

amphibolite north of West Brooksville.

The highly p leochroic ferro-

actinolite is fairly well foliated and attains a maximum size of O.l~ by
0.2 mm in folia about 0.5 mm thick.

The felsic folia are somewha t thinner.

Th i s rock falls within the albite-epidote-hornfels facies or, alternat{vely,
the greenschist facies of Turner (1968).
The a.t11phiboli te has two types of compo sitional variations.

Samples

67 /3!+5 and 6 7 /3 70 are rep resentative of the hydrothermal alteration in
rust y weathering zones where the amphibolite is cut by faults.

Although

diff ic ult to see megascopically, the amphibolite and its altered equivale nt s in and ne ar · the fault zones definitely has

been refolded on a

microscopic scale.
The second ty pe of variation occurs south of West Brook sville a nd is
most evide nt in 67/1000 from one of the southeastern segments of the _
amphi boli te east of Smith Cove.

Because this rock contains actinolite up
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TABLE 5

ESTIMATED HODES OF POST-CASTINE ORTHO-AMPHIBOLITE
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67 /32 L~

Ferro-actinolitic ortho-amphibolite, south side of Narroes.

67 /1000

Actinolitic ortho-amphibolite, 1 1/8 mile east of mouth of
Shepardson Brook.

67/345

Hydrothermally altered ortho-amphibolite on west side of 67/324
on south side of Narrows .

67/3 70

Hydrothermally altered ortho-amphibolite at West Brooksville.
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to 0.7 by 0.7 mm that is whispier and not quite as well foliated as the
ferro-actinolite of 67/324, it practically has a relict igneous fabric.
Horeover, the felsic folia have abundant poorly oriented 0,05 by 0.005 mm
needles of ferro-acti nolite.

This minimum degree of metamorphism in the

ortho-arn?hibolite is almost equivalent to the most metamorphosed examples
of the younger metagabbro dikes.
Desoite the intrusive nature of the amphibolite, c0ntact metamorphism
of the country rocks is not obvious.

Either the Ellsworth schist or the

Castine volcanic and pyroclastic rocks were not very reactive, or contact
metamorphism was ohiterated the more extensive contact metamorphism and
structural readjustments accompanying emplacement of the diorites and
granites.

This later period of contact metamorphism, which was sufficient

to convert chlorite schist into ribbony biotite schist, could have converted a mafic dike into amphibolite.
Correlation.
is

11

ioung's megascopic description (1962, p. 32) of a rock that

darl~ gray with a slight green tint, medium grained and has a fairly

even fabric ••• made up almost entirely of bladed and radiating ferromagnesian minerals (amphiboles?)'' at the Highland prospect in the northwest

r~

corner of the area su~sests that the ortho-amphibolite extends beyond
Route 199.

Alternatively, this rock could be one of the metagabbro dikes

discussed below.
According to D. B. Stewart (1967, personal communication) a rock
similar to the green amphibolite occurs at the Tapley mine just south of
the limit of geologic mapp ing in the Brooksville area.

Earlrs description

(1950, p. L,) of a "dark, gray-brown, fine-grained, massive rock, probably

andesite" may substantiate Ste~-rnrt' s observation.
The amphibolite seems to strike southward toward the so-called North
Haven greens tones on Condon Point at Buck's Harbor.

If the amphibolite
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proves to be a feeder dike for these pillow lavas, it will be the first
direct evidence of the age of the greenstones relative to the Castine
formation (Smith and others (1907) considered the two to be esientially
correlative).

Because Hingard's map indicates that the Sedgwick eranite

crops out along t!1e northwest side of Bucks Harbor, it will be especially
important to discover t~1ether the amphibolite, if present near Condon
Point, is as little metamorphosed as the greenstones.

IGNEOUS ROCKS
HAFIC ROCKS
Two types of mafic rocks occur in the Brool,sville area.

A large body

of gabbro and hornblende diorite underlies southeastern Penobscot, western
Blue Hill, and the contiguous parts of Brooksville and Sedgwick townships.
This mafic body is eccentrically intruded by the South Penobscot granitic
pluto~ and the Sedgwick granitic pluton has intruded the southern part
(Smith and other, 1907).

The second mafic rock type occurs as northerly

striking dikes in northwestern Brooksville; these rocks are more altered
and contain less quartz than the main gabbro-diorite body.

METAGABBRO DIKES
Hegasconic identification.

The mafic dikes of northwestern Brooksville

and adjacent townships vary from fine to coarse-grained.

The small

dikes on the west bank of the Bagaduce River have a basaltic texture;
the dike on the east side of the river is diabasic, and the other dikes
are medium to coarse grained with or without basaltic or diabasic border
zones (see geologic map).

Color indices are about 50%, the major mafic

mineral being megascopically dark green actinolite

(Table 5).

The darker color, massive nature, and generally coarser grain size
disti ng uish the dikes from the previously described metamorphic rocks
and ortho-amphiboli te.

Rocks from the discontinuous, fine-grained border

facies are darker than the equally massive felsites; furthermore, medium
grained mafic rocks are usually nearby to confirm the original identification.

Hedi um and coarse- grained varieties commonly are seamed by more

~Sist an t weathering, h~ale<l fractures.
The equant dark green actinolites are resistant to weathering, giving
l~eathered coutcops a rasp-like appearance.

In medium grained rocks th e
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weathered actinolites look mossy.

Cleavage fragments of actinolite in

coarse-grained rocks commonly are bent.

Although the least weathered

outcrops at Smith Cove appear very fresh, clots of epidote and the sucrose
texture of the white minerals are indicative of the saussuritazation seen
in thin sections.
gabbro is black.

Conversely, the hornblende of the main body of diorite- ·
These hornblendes also have a rnegascopically "exploded 11

appearance because they piokolitically include plagioclase.
Petrog_raphy.

The differences between the fresh diorites of the main

diorite-gabbro body and the altered dikes are especially striking in thin
sections.

In the dike rocks the large actinolites are somewhat wispy and

shreded; fine-grained, randomly oriented actinolite occurs in all thin
sections.

The plagioclases are variably saussuritized but have relict

albite t~Jinning; textures vary from subophitic to somewhat foliated near
fault zones.
dikes.

Pyroxenes oc cur in the main diorite-gabbro but not in the

The main body also contains 3 to 5% quartz, which is virtually

absent in the dikes.
The mineral assemblages of the dike rocks listed in Table 5 are
representative of the albite-epidote-hornfels facies (Turner, 1968, p. 192,
21 3).

Significantly, the andalusite-bearing and cordierite-bearing

hornfels, which are fairly characteristic of the hornblencle-hornfels facies,
occur between the metagabbro dikes and the granitic plutons.
Contacts.

Only two contacts of the dikes with country rocks are visible:

opp0s ite the easternmost i sland in Smith Cove (N 20°w, S0°E), and on the
east side of Perkins Mountain (N 10°w, 88°E).

The intrusions on either

Side of the Bagaduce River north of the Negro Islands could be sills.
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1'1AIN BODY OF GABBRO-DIORITE

Bays-of-Haine comp lex.

Nos t of the gabbro-diorite body ringing the

western side of the South Penobscot granitic plu to n is underwa ter, but a
dioritic part exte nds inland south of South Bay.

Chapman (19 62) includes

this body in the much larger gabbroic-grailitic, ap paren tly stratiform,
Bays-of-Hai ne complex.
(Amos, 1963).

The complex is post-Silurian to pre-Upper Devonian

Inferred segments of the comp lex extend from Penobscot Bay

175 miles northeastward into New :Brunswick and define e.. belt up to 25
miles wide.

Estimated minimum thicknesses of the complex vary from 4,000

to 15,000 feet.

Rhythmic and cryptic layering and igneous laminations are

extensive (Chapman , 1962), especially in norites and gabbros (Amos, 1963).
Petrogranhy.

The a pparent lack of layering in Brooksville diorites is

consista~t with the observation (Amos, 1963) that layering is restricted
to gabbros and norites.

The mineralogy of the diorites is shown in Table 6.

Coa rse-grained poikolitic hornblendes include fine to medium-grained
plagioclase.

Some hornblendes surround deeply corroded clinopyroxene and

hy pe 1·sthene.

The hypersthe ne has thin exsolution lamellae of clinopyroxene.

Some hornblendes are altered to actinolite.
Conta cts a nd shape of the main body.

Although all contacts are covered,

the map pattern indicates that they are sinuous.

These sinuous contacts

and the synform in the foliation of the Ellsworth schist almost surrounded
by diorite between Route 176 and South Bay are suggestive of an upper
contact.

Chapman (1962) and Amos (1963) state that unlayered diorites

over lie the layered gabbros and norites of the Bays-of-Maine complex.
Because gabbros occur on Johnson Point and around the northern end of
dorthern Bay (Smith and others, 1907), if the mafic body is sheet-like,
the s'neet pro bably dips
·
southwar d •
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TABLE 6

ESTH1ATED HODES OF HAFIC IGNEOUS ROCKS
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1
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1

1
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2

2

X

10

5
12

10
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67/179

Porphyritic, medium grained, diorite from main gabbro-diorite body,
on 140' hill 7/8 mile south of Stover Cove.

67/193

Porphyritic, medium grained, diorite from main gabbro-diorite body,
south side Route 176, south of Stover Cove.

67/208

Porphyritic, medium grained,diorite from main gabbro-diqrite body,

½ mile south of Tapley Cove.
67/898

Equigranular, medium grained, metagabbro, from dike on east shore
of Smith Cove.

67 /364

Equigranular meta<lolerite, east shore of Bagaduce River, 1 mile
north of Lords Cove.

67/1+78

Fine grained metadolerite 3/8 mile southwest of Mills Point.

67/855

Foliated Porphyritic, fine grained Diorite, 3/8 mile west of Sparks
Island.
Equigranular aphanitic metabasal~, from dike below high tide, nor th

67/686

side of Narrows.
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Age of mafic rocks.

According to Chapman (1962), the complex was injected

beneath the middle to up:Jer Silurian rocks including the Castine formation,
and diabasic to doleritic dikes extended upward into the roof rocks.

In

the Brooksville area, the main gabbro-diorite body is restricted to the
Ellsworth formation, and the metagabbro dikes are largely restricted to
the Castine formation.

However, the diabasic dike on the east shore of

the Bagaduce River does iatrude ribbony chloritic Ellsworth schist.
Furthermore, rreviously cited evidence suggests that the upper . contact
of the main body is within the Ellsworth schist; moreover, mafic rocks
do not occur at the Ellsworth-Castine c ontacts from the Narrows to the
Neg ro Islands.

Thus, the top of the Beys-of-Maine complex apparently is

below the Ellsworth-Castine con tact in the Brooksville area.
If the metagabbro dikes are comparable to the dikes Chapman describes
as intrusive into the roof rocks, the mairt gabbro-diorite body probably
underlies the Ellsworth and Castine rocks of northwestern Brooksville
t ownship.

If the dikes are the same age as the main body, their greater

degre z of metamorphism must be attributed to their somewhat different
original composition or to the fact they they are thinner than the main
body.
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GRANITIC ROCKS
General.

Composite, biotite-bearing, granitic plutons intrude or

me tamorpho se the previously described metamo rphic rocks and diorites.
According to Smith and others and Wingard, the nearly circular Sedgwick
granitic pluton, which underlies southeastern Brooksville, Sedgwic~ and
south central Blue Hill towhshi,._:>s, has a diame ter of about 9 miles; the
nearly contiguous South Penobscot granitic pluton, which underlies
southeastern Penobscot and portions of the surrounding townships, is
nearly elliptical, the northeast axis being 7 miles long and northwest 5
miles.
Rocks in both plutons are megascopically fresh.

The various phases ·

of the two plutons are mineralogically (Table 7) and petrographically
similar.

All contain perthitic microcline.

Although sericitization has

p a rtially obliterated the oligoclase, concentric normal zoning (ranging
f rom An

25

to An

10

), patchy zoning, syneusis, sodic and mymekitic rims,

and albite and Carlsbad twinning can be distinguished.
undulatory extinction and slightly sutured edges.

Quartz has

In all sample~ at

least some of the biotite has been replaced by chlorite or muscovite.
South Penobscot granitic pluton.

The most widespread phase of the South

Penobscot pluton is a medium grained, porphyritic, leucocratic quartz
monzoniti.

It contains up to 30% pink weathering, perthitic microcline

phenocry sts up to 4 by 2 by 0.5 cm; these give the rock a noticeable
foliation.

Specimens northwest of North Brooksville (Table 7, 67/71)

have 2 to 4% myrmekite; othen.;,ise their modes are similar to the granitic
rocks on Youngs Island and at South Penobscot described by Wingard.
A medium-grained, equigranular, leucocratic quartz monzonite (Table 7,
67 169) ,;-1ith less than 5% perthitic miciocline phenocrysts crops out along
th e northeast side of Hawes Point.

Although compositionally similar to

TABLE 7

ESTIHATED HODES OF GRANITIC ROCKS
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67/1 90,

Equigranular, medium grained, leucocratic quartz monzonite phase
of Sedgwick pl u ton, south of Route 175, 7/8 mile southeast North
Brooksville.

67/ 581,

Porphyritic, medi um grained, quartz monzonite phase of Sedwick
pluton, south side Route 175, 1 3/8 miles southeast of North
Brooksville.

WINGARD No. 13, Probably the por phy ritic, medium graine d, leucocratic

quartz monzonite phase of South Penobscot pluton; along shore
east of Young s Island.

67/71 ,

Porphyritic, n1edium grained, leucocratic quartz monzonite phase of
South Penob s cot pluton, east side of Green Island.

67 /69

'

Equi granular, medi um grained,leucocratic qu a rtz monzonite phase
of South Penobscot pluton, s outhwest side Baga duce River, 3/4 mile
north of North.Brooksville on Hawes Point.

'

Por phyritic (hornblende), fi ne graine~ quartz diorite cut by prehnite
veinlet, fro m grano- mafite zone, west side of Bagaduce Riv er, 1/10
mi le north of North Brook s ville bridge.

67/53

the por;:>hyritic phase, t:-ie equigranular phase contains less myrmekite,
a lesser An content, and s ome prima ry muscovite (see Table 7).

The

extent and age of this phase with resp ect to the porphyri tic phase are
unlcnoHn.
Seds.1_vic]5..__G_Ei1-n:i.tic ·,luton.

Two of the three phases of the north,;estern

part of the Sed31d.ck granitic pluton are list ed in Table 7.

The

equigranular, fii1e to n;ediui:1-grai,1ed, leucocratic quartz r;.onzonite ( 67/1 90),
uest of Route 175 probably is a border phase.

The prophyrit ic, medium-

grained quartz monzonite phase ( 67/58 1) is the most quartz-defficient and
biotite-rich granitic rock in the area.

A coarse grained, equigranular

gran ite or quartz rnonzonite cro ps out betueen Pa rker Pond and the Bagaduce
River to the east.

The two phases listed in Table 7 have less my rmekite

and more h ighly corroded microcline than the South Pe nobscot phases.
Jones, 1968 , identified 3 other phases of the Sedgwick pluton in Blue Hill
tm·mship;

tl,10

of the phases have small amounts of garnet.

Grano-rnafite zone.

The South Penobscot and Sedgwick plutons intrude the

gabbro-diorite body along the western side of Northern Bay and from South
Bay to Bear Head.

Smith and others a nd Wingard assigned parts of this

zoae to the main diorite body or to one of the

t,Jo

granites; as a result

their maps differ considerably in these areas.·
The scale us ed in the curre nt report permitted mapping of a granomafite zone largely coincident with the zone of dis ag reeme nt betwee n
the tHo earlier i nves ti gations.

The zone attains a maximum width of

2/3 of a mile east of Ifo;:th Brooksville.

Included in this zone are

diorit es cut by granitic and intermediate dikes

(Figure 10),

granitic

~cks containing only a few dioritic xeno li~hs, local fine-grained
'lari.et1·es
of tl·,e
,

sout1J

.,.,
·
I o·f coarse l1ox· n bler1d1.·te ,
reno b scot granite,
rare pocs
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Pj_gure 10 .

INCLUSIONS OF DIORITE IN THE GRANO•-HAFITE ZONE AROUND THE
SOUTH PENOBSCOT GRANITIC PLUTON , Erratic on TUls Point
northwest of Battle Island , Penobscot township . Embayed
borders on the dioritic blocks are biotite rection rims ,

/

'
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and various medium-grained, intermediate rocks (most of which contain
quartz and acicular hornblende).
Smith arrd others and Hingard recognized rock types intermediate
between diorite and granite in this zone.
and quartz monzonites.

Wingard found granodiorites

The one example examined in the present is a

fine grained hornblende quartz diorite (Table 7, 67/53) cut by a 1-3 r:im
veinlet of prehnite.
Smith and others thought that these intenoediate rocks indicated
that the granitic rocks differentiated from the diorites,

The sharp

contacts of dikes of porphyritic South Penobscot quartz moazonite against
the diorites, the lack of lateral continuity and variety of intermediate ·
rock types, and the presence of a structurally equivalent Ellsworthgranite zone support Wingard's assimilation hypothesis.
Age s of granites and <liorites.

Faul and others (1963) dated biotite from

the neighborhg East Blue HUl granite by K/A as 390 MY (Early Devonian),
Assuming that these dates are representative of the similar South
Penobscot and Sed~~ick granitic plutons, intrusion of the South Penobscot
granite into the dioiite makes the post-Silurian Bays-of-Maine complex
no younger than earliest Devonian.
1-ihich

The Wallarnatogus granitic pluton,

extends into the northHestern corner of the district, yields con-

cordant K/A and Rb/Sr dates of 330 MY on biotite and 380 HY on muscovite.

Faul and others suggest that th~ discordance between these two concordant
dates is the result of a Pe nnian thermal event that is not otherwise
recognizable in eastern Maine.

L,4
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
PRE-CASTINE DEFORNATION

The greater degree of metamorphism of the chloritic Ellsw6rth schist
than the Castine rocks, and the presence of Ellsworth-like clasts within
Castine co),glomerates i nd icate an early period of r.1etamorphism, erosi-o n,
and uplift before cle:_Josition of the Castine formation.

The assignment

of specific structures in the Brooksville area to this earliest period
of metamorphism is i~possible.

POST-CASTINE DEFORMATION

Toos of beds.

Dips of foliation and bedding in Castine rocks range up

to vertical, a nd some are probably overturned,

The t wo visible Castine-

Ellsworth contacts at the Na rrm-rn dip easterly at 29 and L;l O, indicating
that the Ellsworth, was refolded with the

Castine.

Hes t of the middle body of g reen amphibolite on the south shore of
the Narrows and 200 feet east of t he Ellswort~1-CasU.ne contact on the
north side of the Narrows, cordierite metacrysts accen tuate what is
assumed to be the f o rme r fine-graL1ed por tio n s of g raded beds (F igure J. J.);
di?s are 75 to 00° easterly at both localities.

If this ass ump tion is

correct, th e beds are upri ght a nd the Cas tine-Ellsworth c on tacts west of
each local ity are als o u,,right, thereby confirming that the Castine j_s
the young er of the two formations.

Sou th of the Castine-Penohscot town

line on the west bank of th e Bagaduce, cross bedding (67/608 of Ta ble 3)
bdicat e s that the westward dip? inz Castin~ fragmenta l rocks are upri ght .

~ Sraith Cove cl eavage is more steepl y dipping than the we stwa r d dipping
bC!dtlh
o- J.n
· tne
'
f . rm on t h e north ern en d o f· t.h e easternmost 1.s
. 1 an d ;
·'·o
syn.:o
So

r.

' LO

l

tls as wel l as bedd i ng may be upright in t he Smi th Cove area.
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Figure 11 .
GRADED BEDDING ACCENTUATED BY GOI'J)IERITE HETACRYSTS rn THE
FORHER FINE GRAINED BEDS . OF CASTINE FRAGNENTAL ROCKS . Cap of

fountain ~en for scale.

Bed s diJ 75 to 30° east (ri gh t).

South shore o f th e Narrows , Brool~svillc tm-mship.
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Ellsworth-Castine unconformity.

The Ellsworth-Castine unconformity crops

out only between the Negro Islands and the Narrows.

A certain amount of

topographic relief on the unconformity or rapid facies change within the
overlying Castine must be invoked to explain the different lithologies
(see Table 8) above the unconformity.

On the north shore of the Narrows

ribbony biotite schist grades upward through 6 to 8 feet of breccia (some
pieces are up to 40 by 10 cm) into Castine lithologies; this suggests
that movement along the unconformity may have elimated parts of the basal
Castine section.
Bagaduce River anticline.

From the Negro Islands to the Narrows the uncon-

formity and foliation or bedding in both fonnations generally dip steeply
westward on the west bank of the Bagaduce, gently along the eastern bank
and at the western end of the Narrows, and steeply eastward as far east
as the Mills Point fault.

Therefore the central zone of Ellsworth schist

extending from north of the Narrows to West Brooksville is inferred to be
the core of northerly trending, much faulted, anticline, here called the
Bagaduce River anticline.

Because the outcrop width of the Ellsworth

schists from the Narrows westward to Route 199 is greater than to the
south, the anticline probably plunges to the south.

A minor synforrn on

the north shore of the Narrows also plunges southward.

~ollement features.

The Ellsworth-Castine unconfonnity on the east side

of the Bagaduce River is covered.

The first Castine lithology south of the

th10 ritic Ellsworth ribbony schist· of Figure 2 is a massive 15 foot thick
ftagmental unit in Hhich both bedding and foliation are obscure.

This

upon folded, pyritiferous black slate, which presumably overlies
Unlike the northerly structural trends of all of the other
cka in
· the northern Brooksville area, · folds in the slate strike weS t er 1 Y·

NORTHERN
.NEGRO ISIAND

nature of
contact

di:,s in .
Castine
rocks

rock types
of adjacent
Castine

inf erred
origin
of contact

covered

nearly
vertical
easterly,
and westerly

felsites and
agglomerates

CASTINE-PENOBSCOT
TOWN LINE ON WEST
BANK OF BAGADUCE

NORTH SHORE
OF NARROWS

SOUTH SHORE
OF NARROWS

visible

covered

covered

visible

steep:
predominantly
westerly

shallow:
predominantly
southerly

steep:
predominantly
easterly

steep:
predominantly
easterly

fragmentals

black slates
and
fragmentals

fragmentals,
conglomerates,
and hornfles

hornfelsed
fragmentals

sheared
basa l unconformity

TABLE 3

EAST BANK OF
BAGADUCE NE
OF NEGRO ISIAND

decollernent
along basal
unconformity

basal
unconformity

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CASTINE-ELLSWORTH CONTACTS

I

brecciated
basal
unconfonni ty

+:"
-...J

Due to a variety of open and isoclinal folds in the slate, the slatey
cleavage has various dips, but commonly strikes parallel to the folds and
dips southward.

The overlying fragmental unit is incipiently boudinaged

so that some folds in the slate have concave upward limbs and project
into the fragmental unit.
North of this small scale decollement zone and extending to the
Narrm,s, are plaques of breccia (Figure 2).

The largest plaque is north-

west of the Narrows and is 30 feet long parallel to the shore and up to
2 feet thick.

The clasts in all of the plaques are angular, predominantely

pebble size, and are invariably Ellsworth schist; they are well cemented
by a fine-grained matrix.

The nature and distribution of the plaques, and

their apparent similarity to the previously described Ellsworth-Castine
contact breccia on the north shore of the Narrows suggest that they are
remnants of a discontinuous breccia along the Ellsworth-Castine contact.
The extent of the decollement and the breccia zone is difficult to
determine. · The westerly striking folds and cleavage in the black slate
suggest a similar strike for any thrust fault associited with the decollement features.

However, no obvious klippen of Castine rocks occur north

of the area of black slate and breccia plaques.

:Moreover, an extremely

complex structural history would be required to have an east-west striking
thrust override the nbrtherly trending Bagaduce River anticline, and
to do so after the Castine rocks had been removed from the crest of this
fold.

The simplest explanation is that decolleoent, shearing, and brecciation
occurred along the Ellsworth-Castine unconformity when the northerly trendin~ Bagaduce River anticline formed.

This interpretation is supported

by the following :
1)

The breccia plaques and the biecciated Ellsworth-Castine contact
on the north shore of the Narrows are similar~

2)

Breccia plaques occur only on Ellc,·10rth schist and have not been
found on Castine rocks (as would be required by the overthrust
hypothesis).

3)

The Ellsworth-Castine contact north of the clecollernent zone at
Lords Cove is on strike with the brecciated contact at the
Narrows.

4)

The similar strikes and dips of the Ellsworth and the Castine
formations suggest that both are part of the same structure.

5)

Covered Ellsworth-Castine contacts suggest that the rocks along
the contact are easily erodable, which would be expected .of
folded slates or sheared and brecciated rocks.

According to this inter?retation, all of the Castine rocks 'between
the Mills Point fault and the belt of Ellsworth rocks to the west are the
eastern limb of the faulted Bagaduce River anticline.

The northerly

striking Castine rocks on the Castine peninsula, constitute the western
limb,

The northeasterly strikin3, southeasterly dipping rocks i n the

Snith Cove area may be the southeastern part of the nose of this large
fold

(minor folds in Smith Cove do plunge southward).

If the

black slate on Perkins Hill north of the map area is correlative with
~e black slates at Lord's Cove and in the drill hole south of West
and if these slates are basal Castine as suggested in Tables 4
the Bagaduce River anticline may be doubly plunging,

so
Although the gross pattern of folding outlined above may be fairly
sim}le, the variable dips in the Ellsworth and Castine forr.:1ation in the
Narrows and elsffiAtere may be caused by minor folds,

Some of this com-

plexity could be due to decollement of the basal Castine over the
Ellsworth,
Castine stratigra:1hz.

The anticlinal hypothesis provides a clue to the

gross stratigra,hy of the Castine formation and explains the lithological ·
differences of the areas listed in Table 4.

The basal portion of the

fon1ation cro;,s out along the Narrows a nd the Bagaduce River to the
southwest,

If the Castine peninsula is the western lir.1b of the anticline,

and assuming no major intervening structure, its rocks are stratig:raphically
above those in the vicinity of the Narrows.

Lithologically, the Smith

C,:JVe area is intermidiate between the western part of the Castine peninsula
and the Cape Rosier p~: ninsula.
as well.

This intermediacy may be stratigra:_:>hic

One might further speculate that the so-called North Haven

greenstones on Condon Point overlie the Cape Rosier section,
The validity of this gross stratigraphy, and the structural interpretation upon which it is based, should be tested by correlating
individual units within th~ Cas~ine.

However the inability to make ~uch

detailed correlations may also be due to rapid facies changes, topographic relief on the Ellsworth-Castine unconformity, poor outcrop distribution, or tectonic modification including offsets on younger faults.
Although detailed correlation is not p~ssible, the occurrence of conglomerates in the ?reiun~d basal portions of the Castine southwest and
northwest of the Narrows is encouraging,

~ folding.

The near coincidence of the ribbony schist with the

co11ta c t aureoles of the granitic plutons and the fact that the Bagaduce
anticline is partly defined by foliations within the ribbnnu
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schists suggest that the ribbony schist and the anticline formed during
emplacement of the granitic plutons.

Presumably the rising plutons were

preceded by rising gee-isotherms that permitted previously existing
greenschists be penetratively deformed as the granites rose through them.
The most difficult fact to reconcile with this wor:dng hypothesis
is that not all of the pre-granitic rocks a r e :_Jenetratively defonned.
Although a few of the phenocrysts are boudinaged, the Ellsworth felsites
near Ta?ley Cove are only microscopically foliated.

Because other

Ellsworth felsite are foliated, the foliation at Tapley Cove may have
been obliterated by contact metamorphism.

Although the metagabbro dikes

were at least partially affected, outcrops of the main body of diorite
south of South Bay are not IJenetratively deformed; contact metamorphism
of these rocks is limited to actinolitization of some of the hornblendes.
Evidently the diorite was sufficiently competent and of the proper composition to withstand metamorphism.
Faulting during folding.

Hydrothermal alteration of the margins of the

green amphibolite on the south side of the Narrows (Table 5, 67/345) and
the sheared contact between ribbony biotite schist and the thin erosional
remnant of Ellsworth felsite on the east side of Mills point may indicate
slippage along the contacts of the more massive units during folding
and emplacement of the granites.

Furthermore, the N20°E strike and 75°E

to vertical dip of a 15 to 31 cm wide breccia dike within ribbony biotite
Schists west of the north~asternmost breccia plaque are similar to the
inferred axial plane nf the Bagaduce River anticline.
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Rim synforms.

The auzen gneisses, green ar:iphibolite, and ribbony biotite

schists within the contact aureole of the granites L,dicate cons:i.derable
ue~etrative defon~ation accompanying intrusion of the granites.

Further-

rno :re the foliation in the ?Ori1hyri tic phase of South Penobscot granite
implies co ns iderable flowage in the South Penobscot granite just prior
to its consolidation.
Of greater significance, however, is the remarkable gross conc ordance
of the granite s with the Ellsworth schists.

Furthermore, the foliation

of ribbony Ells,·10rth sch~_sts dips away from ti.1e granites so that rin
synforms parallel the gran tic co ntac ts at the following localities:
1)

alonG ti.,e southwestern marg in of the South Penobscot granite
from the Narrows to Shepardson Brook (note also the folding
of the eastern felsite in the Ellswor th here and in (2) below),

2)

along t:10 northwe stern margin of the Sedg1·1 ick granite (note
also the synform within the inclusion of Ellsworth schist east
of Parker Pond),

3)

along the northern margin of the Sedwick granite in Blue Hill
in the area mapped by Jones (1968),

4)

along the .northeas tern margin of the Sedgwick granite on Blue
Hill Ne ck mapped by Forsyth (1953) and Jones (1968),

5)

almost certainly along the western margin of the South Penobscot
granite from Tills Point northward, and

6)

Probably along the northeastern margin of the Oak Point rapakivi
granite at Flye Point in Brooklyn mapped by Forsyth (1958).

One iraportant locality that does not seem to have a rim synform is

th e northern border of the Long Is land granite where it intrudes southerly
d·1

Pr.>j_ng El ls,·1 0rth schists,

Wingard notes that the dip of the Ellswor th
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increases toward the granite; this is difficult to reconcile to with a
rim synform unless the granite is thrust over the synfor!TI.
Thus, the majority of the evidence suggests that the granites rose
through sheaths of mobilized,

11011

ribbony, Ells1·1 0rth schist, dragging

the interior :Jar ts of the sheaths upward.

Randomly oriented chlorite

and biotite in these ribbony schists would imply that thermal contact
met amorphism outlasted penetrative deformation.

If the mafic rocks

surrounding the South Penobscot granite were originally a nearly hori~
zontal sheet, this sheet probably has been domed upward.

The circular

to elliptical outlines of the granites (mapped by Smith and others and
Wingard), the lack of xenoliths in the interiors of the eranites, and
the restriction of "roof pendarits 11 to the margins of the granties could
also be the results of forceful u?ward flow of magma.
The Blue ~ill Neck synform mapped by Forsyth (1953) arid Jones (1968)
may have formed between the rising Sedgwick and Long Island plutons.

It

is tem9ting to speculate that the still larger syncline mapped by Mc Gregor
in the Ellsworth quadrange was formed, at least in part, by the granites
surrounding it to the northwest, northeast,and on Mr. Desert Island to
the so uth.
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FAULTING

General.

The detailed mapping of this investigation has revealed several

sets of faults which were not evident in the reconnaissance studies of
Smith a nd others and Wingard.

The recognization of most of these faults

is based upon offsets of the green ortho-amphibolite.

The absence of

any post-granite, ::>re-Pleistocene m1its precludes the assigrnnent of any
definite age to the faults.

Although all of the faults are covered and

no subsurface information is available, topographic lineaments imply
t hat the dips are steep.
Early northeast faul_t.

At West Brooksville the green arnphibolite and

e,1closin3 ribbony schists are sharply flexed eastward and the araphibolite
has been drastically thinned.

Residents along the south side of Route

175 report that water from their wells is acidic and rusty.

The drill

hole south of West Brooksville intercepted 180 feet of distorted black
slate containing abundant quartz veinlets and pyrite, and this slate
is much like material from the basements of the houses on the south side
of Route 175.

This fault is here called the West Brooksville fault zone.,

Because no such deformation occurs in South Bay, the northeastern
extent of the West Brooksville fault must be offset by the
northward striking Mills Poin t fault.

Furthermore, tectonic slices of

green amphibolite occur on Mills Point.

The slices indicate approximate

horizontal components of displacement of 3000 feet on the West
Brool:.svHle fault and at least 8000 feet

011

the Mills Point fault.

Presumably the offset ?Ortion of the West Brooksville fault is in
vicinity of Youngs Islands (which Smith and others and Wingard
.&hoi-,

as South Penobscot granite).

The southwestern extent of the West

ltooksvilJ.e fault is unknown, but ' it may pass through Castine Harbor,

trending strait south of Castine.
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North-south faults.

The northerly trending Mills Point fault separates

Ellsworth rocks and the main gabbro-diorite body on the east from Castine
rocks and metagabbro dikes on the west,

This fault probably extends

along the western shore of Tills Cove, separating the single outcrop of
Ellsworth from the belt of Castine ro~ks to the west.

Linear topographic

features as far north as the northern edge of the Blue Hill quadrange
may be part of the same fault or fault zone.

The abundance of felsites

within the Ellsworth south of Shepardson Brook could be due to northward
displacement of the eastern block of the :Mills Point fault.

The southern

extent of this fault may :)ossibly define the western side of the greenstones on Condon Point.
The Stover Cove fault juxtaposes the porphyritic ?hase of South
Penobscot granitic pluton against diorite without any intervening granomafite border zone.

The west side is inferred to be up or displaced

northward, the apparent horizontal component of displacement be i. ng about
2600 feet.
Another northerly tending fault parallels the axis of the Bagaduce
River anticline.

Southward movement of the western block might explain

the presence of Ellsworth schist on Northein Negro Island,

Various

northerly trending topographic features in western Penobscot township
may indicate that this fault intersects the Penobscot River at the northern
edge of the Castine quadrangle.
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Later northeast faults.

The Tapley Cove fault offsets the Hills Point

fault, aud because it is on strike with Hatch and ~adsworth coves on the
CastL1e ;)Cninsula to the s.::;uth1,1 est, it is inferred to cut the fault a long
the Bagaduce River.

Because the t~ace of the Tapley Cove fault north of

::est Brooksville a,13les slightly soutlmard where it crosses the hiehest
· ,art of the ~eninsula, the fault probably has a northerly dip.
8ecause a distinctive 25 foot thick foliated felsite on the western
shore of the Bagaduce shows the same sort of drag as the green amphibolite
segment on the north side of the Narrows, a nd because this felsite does
not crop out s outh of the projected trace of the Narrows fault zone, the
f ault . along the . Bagaduce River apr,arently is cut by the 1,rarrows fault zorie.
Horseshoe Cove on the Cape Rosier peninsula (see Figure 1) could be another
examtJ le of a nortll-soL,th fault offset by a northeasterly fault.
Northwest faults.

l:forth1-:'esterly faults occur northeast of the Castine-

Penobscot townl{ne and cut the northerly and northeasterly faults.

The

cove northwest of the Narrm7S is the topographic expression of the interse c tion of these three sets of faults.
Possible east-west faults.

The northern limit of Castine outcrops at Henry

Point, truncation of the green amphibolite ~t Route 176, the southern limit
of the main gabbro-diorite body, and the northern limit of the roof pendant
of Ellsworth schist in the Sedgwick pluton,could be interepreted as
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an east-,•J est fault.

T'.1e knm-m extent of other ser:;rn cnts of the a:11phi_bol:Lte

rni~ht also L,dicate other east-,-1est faults ir,1,,1 ediately to the south.
With the exception of the quartz veins at Tapley Cove, and the eastwest fractures plotted by Stic~ney (in Young, 19 G2) no other east-west
faults are k nown.

Therefore, until the area between Shepardson Brook and

South Brooltsville is rna?ped in 1968, it is tentatively concluded that the
offsets of the green a~phibolite in this area are due to one or more of the
previously described fault systems.
~Y

weathering zones.

Rusty weathering zones occur along rna ·t1y of the

faults especially w:1ere they intersect the green amphibolite.

The rusty

weathering is due to disseminated sulfides, alteration of the green
a1:1phibolite (inclnd5.ng disse1,1inated sulfides), and dee? m~athering of mafic
,uinerals.

Rusty zones are plotted on the geologic map becau_se some of

i.:hem r.1ay be i ndicative of othenvise uoma1)pable faults or of mineralization
of economic significance.
The largest and most intense rusty weathering area in the Brooksville
area is the Narrows.

This area has been contact metamorphosed and con-

ta ins nun~erous faults and prospect pi ts.
A3e of faulting.

The West Brooksville fault is the oldest known fault.

The sharp folding of the green ortho-ar:1.phibolite at ~lest BrooksviUe where
it is cut by th:i_s fault implies that the rocks uere some(·lhat plastic when
fauJ. ting

occurred.

Moreover, a second, microscopic, non-cataclastic

foliation occurs in the amphibolite here and east of Route 176 south of
Shepardson Brook.

Thus microscopic and megascopic evidence suggest that

this first recognizable period of faulting occur:i_·ed during metan~orphisrn.
Because the metagabbro dikes have northerly strikes and are either
?atallcl to or occu7y north-south faults from Perkins Mountain to Mills
¾int cove, at Smith Cove, and north of the Negro Islands, these faults
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may have develo;,ed before or durfag e mpJ.acement of the Eay s-of-Naine comelex,

The most de fo n ned sam,. le of metagabbro fou nd in the area is ncrt h of PerI•ins
Moun tai n <·> here t hat di ke is cut by t he northeasterly stri king Ta?ley Cove
fault.

Because the northeast and north•est foults c ut the north-south faults,
they could post-date the Bqs-of-l~ine complex, but no evidence

no■ exists

to indicate •hether t ,1ey cut the comelex or the younger granitic plutons
or not . The north-south Stover Cove fault does cut the complex and the
South Penobscot granitic pluton .
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1✓.AFIC

DIKES AND JOINTS

Although Win3ard reports that mafic dikes cut the granites, no
such dikes were seen in the limited ?Ortions of the granites mapped in
the Broo:-:sville area.

No syste;natic study of the orientation of joi:1ts

~-Jas attempted.
Analogs of northerly, northeasterly, easterly, and northwesterly
faults can be seen in the polar coordinate diag rams constructed for
reafic di~es by Wingard and for joints by TT . F. Stickney (re ported in
Young, 1962).

A genetic relationship between some or all of these

features is therefore suggested but is beyond the int erest of the present
investigation.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The followi ng geolog ic history can be constructed fro m the present
i nvestigations in the Brook sville and Blue Hill areas:
1)

Deposition and subs e que;:it metamorphism of ;,elitic,quartzofelds?athic rocl~s a nd some intercalated felsic volcanic rock s produced
the phyllitic ch lo r i tic facies of the Ell sworth schist prior to
the Silurian,

2)

Uj)lift and erosion of the Ellsworth coincident with and followed
by volcanic activity, which generated the Castine formation of
?robable Silurian age.

3)

I nt rusion of the mafic dike ~-,hich is now the green amphibolite,
This amphibolite may be correlative u ith greenstones within the
U?per ;:,art of: the Castine formation or to the North Haven
greenstones.

According to Smith and others (1 907) the North

Haven greenstones may be correlative with the Castine formation.
L, )

Intrusion of the Bays ••of-"1-Iaine complex in earliest Devonian
time.

5)

Folding of the Ellsworth a nd Castine formations with local
decollernent alo ng the i ntervening 1.mconforrnity probably was
coincident Hith emplacement of gran ites .

The nearly concor-

dant post-Cast i ne g ranites pe ne trative ly deformed and contact
metamorphosed the Ellsworth schists while rising through them.
5)

Faulting began with empl a cement of the Bays-of-Maine complex
a nd may have continued through emplacement of the granitic
plutons .

The Stover Cove fault cuts the youngest rock s, the

South Pe nobsco t granitic p l ut on, in t h e area.
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7)

Radiorr:etric dates by Fa ul a nd others (19 63 ) i.ildicate a Permian
therma l eve n t.

Conceivably, faulting could have occurred at this

time rather t h a ,1 i mmediately after emp laceme nt of the r;rarri tic
plutons.

Forr:,ation of prehnite veinlets a :1d of undulatory

extinction in quartz in the granitic plutons could have occurred
at this tirr,e , b u t could have eq 1..1ally well have forme d by late
magn atic pu lses after initial crystallization of the plutons.
3)

Any ?Ost-middle Paleozoic to pre-Pleistocene rock s have been
removed by erosion.

9)

Vario u s uncHffere,1tiated Quaternary and Recent deposits
largely obscure the bedrock geology.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Virtually no mineral deposits or drill cores were examined in the
prese ;1t phase of this investigation,

Therefore no atter,1pt wilJ. be made

at this time to evaluate inciividt!al 1n·operties or Young's geo7hysical
investigations (1962) of them.

Such evaluat:i.ons uill be more meaningful

,-Jhen and if the origin of kno\·m deposits can be established by further
detailed mapping and geochemical studies.

However, the present status

of ::;eolo 0 ic map;,1ing does permit some generalizations of possible economic
sigaifica;:ice,

QUARTZ VEINS

As noted before, quartz veins \•!hich out cro:, in the Brooksville
area are barren of megascopic sulfides.

The same is true of the veinlets

that form stockwork s in £el.site uni t s on the west shore of Cape Rosier.
Young (1962) ;:eports only trace amounts of pyrite in two quartz veins
that had bee n prospected on Blue Hill Neck.
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HYDROTHERl'lAL ALTERATION

Uidespread ar gillic or phyllitic hydrot~1crmal alteration, ma lachite
staining, a nd zones of intens e rusty wea thering that mi ght be interprested
as gos sans are absent in the Brooksville rirea.

If present at all, these

common ~uides to ore must be restr:i.cted to the all too abundant covered
intervals.

The pervasive 1:usty weatherirrg zone in the hornfelsed area

arotE,d the Narrows is due to dis serninated pyrrhoti te a nd commonly euhedral,
a nd therefore epigenetic, pyrite.
Local alteration and rusty zones do occur on the margins of the green
amph ibolite (Table 5, 67/3!+5), in a metabasalt on the north side of the
i:~arrows (Table 6, 6 7/6 26 ), aml where faults intersect the green amphibolite
(Table 5, 67 /370).

Ore mine rals or their oxidixed equivalents are conspic-

uous ly absent at these localities.

The dcvelopraent of trernolite or chlo-

rite with pyrite or pyrrhotite in these altered zones at the expense of
actinolit~without the introduction of ore minerals, could be accomplished
solely by the introducti.on of sulf ur (sulf urizat ion).

This in turn may

have been caused by ?Yrrhotization of l}yrite in the Castine rocks
during contact metamor?hisrn,rather than by hydrothermal solutions emanating
from the 3ranitic ?lutons,

The most intensely rusty weathering locality

i.s t'.1e Hercules ~:irospect belo,v the hiih ti.de zoae northeast of the Nar:cows.
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GRAIHTIC RO CKS AHD HIHEPJ1L DEPOSITS

S·,) ati aJ. reL1do:1sld.·:.·

Prev io u s i c1vest:i. .;ators (Li nd8ren , J. 925; Li, 19!,2)

h ~ve noted the spatial relationsh ip of the mineral deposits of the Castine~
Blue Hill district to the granitic plutons.
that thi.s is also a genetic relati onshi:,.

These authors have assumed
In fact every prospect in· the

district is within 4 miles of one cranitk pluton or another.

However,

almost every locality in the district is no more than 5 miles fr •.) m a pluton
a nd exce?t for the Castine and Ca pe Rosier peninsulas, every locality is
less than 3 miles from granitic pluton.
Of greater signif~cance is Forsyth's observation (1953) that all of
the important prospects in Blue Hill township are within the contact
wetamorphosed biotite-bearing facies of the Ellsworth schist,
cluded that t h is is a genetic relationship as well.

He con-

However, thi~

spa tial relationship doe s riot hold in the northwestern part of the
Brooksville area or f o r the Harborside mine on the Cape Rosier peninsula.

Of course, these deposits could have a different origin than those in
Blue Hill.
Nature of the granitic plutons.

The localization of magmatic hydrothermal

ore deposits in or around cupolas of iritermediate to granitic plutons is
so well known that cu polas are often used as guides for mineral exploration,

Wingard considered the 5 biotite granites in the Castine-Blue Hill district
to be cu.p~las ?rojecting upward from a shallow batholith.

Hore recently

Hamilt on and Hyers (1967) have suggested that the sillimanite plateau of
central

New

Englaad extending into soutlme stern :Maine (see Doyle and others,

1%7) is a zone of regional contact metamorphism below a major batholith
lloi,,
1t0

removed by erosion.

According to this hypothesis granites rise from

ck-si zed roots and coalesce in the upper part of the crust, thereby
contact metamorphism on a regional scale below the bath6lith.

..
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Absence of such high grade metamorphism in eastern 1'1aine may indicate that
this basal zone has been eroded, or that the many granites of the region
never coalesced to form a high level batholith.
Rather than being cupolas the granitic plutons of the Castine-Blue
Hill district seem to fit Hamilton and Hyers' sub-batholithic model for
the following reasons:
1)

The penetrative metamorphism of the 'intruded Castine and Ellsworth
formations suggests that the granites were not intruded into a
shallow part of the Earth's crust.

2)

The evidence for strong upward movement implies that the circular
to elliptical granitic bodies exposed today were an intermediat~
part of the former magma columns.

3)

No major roof pendants have been reported in the interiors of
the plutons of the district.

However outcrops in the interiors

of the plutons are rare.
4)

Hydrothermal alteration, which is usually associated with
mineralized cupolas is lacking in those portions of the plutons
studied during this investigation.

Of course this could be due

to the lack of outcrops of lack or cupola-related mineralization.
5)

The reported deformation of sulfide bodies in the Blackhawk and
Harborside mines and other prospects studies by Emmons (1910)
suggests that the ores are not related to the unmetamorphosed
granite ?lutons.

However, the plutons cannot yet be entirely

eliminated as possible sources of mineralization,

Conceivably,

the sulfide bodies could have formed above the rising granites and
then have been metamorphosed as the granitic magmas rose through
or near them.
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Two phenomena suggest that the plutons may be cupolas.

Hamilton

and Myers suggest that batholiths tend to be intruded into their own
volcanic ejects.

The Castine formation might be just such a volcanic

pile, but until the age and composition of the Castine are known with
certainty, this hypothesis must be held in abeyance.

The absence of

potassium feldspars in Castine volcanic rocks listed in Tables 2 and
3 implies that the granites are not compositionally similar to the Castine
volcanics.
Secondly; Turner (1968, p. 223) states that the presence of andalusite limits

11

the probable pressure field of the hornblende-hornfels

facies to less than about 3 kb • 11

This corresponds to about 10 km which

is fairly shallow for the sub-batholithic part of the Hamilton and Myers'
model.
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STRUCTURES
This study has revealed several structures not reco gnized in previous
inves ti 6 ations.

The economic

i □ porta,1ce

of the structures dep ends upon

the o rigin and age of sulfide mineralization.
If economic mineralization accompanied intrusion of the granitic
plutons, then breccia zones alon 6 the Castine-Ellsworth contact should be
attractive targets.

Because at least some of the faults probably are not

much younger than the granitic plutons, and because magmatic hydrothermal
mineralization often post-dates emplacement of the genetically related
plutons, the various fault systems might contain ore.

The geologic map

shows several intersections of faults, which should be worthy of geop~ysical
prospecting if the ore is fracture-controlled.
If mineralization predates faulting, then offsets of known mineralization should be sought.

The Hercules prospect on the northeast side of

the Narrows mai be only a faulted segment of a body that has been cut by
th e Narrows fault zone.

The drill hole near the southern end of the

metadolerite dike on the east bank of the Bagaduce probably was thought
to be on strike with the Emerson-Castine prospect on the opposite side
of the river, but this prospect is on the other side of the north-south
fault underlying the Bagaduce River.
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SUDBURY-TYPE ORES
Fragmentary evidence suggests that the base of the gabbro-diorite
complex is north of Northern Bay.

Iron-nickel sulfides have been found

in other gab bros of the Bays-of-Maine complex (Amos, 1963), in nori tes
near East Union Haine (Bastin, 1908; Cheney, 1967) and elsewhere in Maine
F. C. Canney (1968, ~sonal communication),

Sudbury-type ores are

characteristically associated with more siliceous differentiates along
the margins of mafic plutons intruded into sulfur-rich country rocks
(Cheney and Lange, 1967).

A thin section from the margin of the gabbro-

diorite body east of Sparks Island (Table 6, 67/855) does contain microexamples of these relat i onships.

Because the Castine does have a high

sulfide content, central Penobscot township is worth exploring for this
type of deposit.
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FUTURE WORK

During the summer of 1963 geologic mapping in the Brooksville area
will be extended (1) eastward to the Blue Hill area mapped by Jones (1968)
in 1967.

(2)

southward to South Brooksville to include the Tapley mine

area and so see whether the ortho-amphibolite strikes into the North
Haven greensto::-, es oa Condon Point, and (3)

northward to include the

Hi3hland prospect and to investigate the possible existence of Sudburytype ores around the northern side of Northern Bay where the inferred
basal part of the Bays-of-Maine complex may intrude sulfur-rich country
rocks.

Mapping to the north and sou~h will be conducted to the borders of

the South Penobscot and Sedgwick plutons in and attempt to ascertain which
fault systems cut or are occupied by granitic rocks.
As many drill cores as possible will be examined in the area mapped
in 1967 and 1968 in an effort to gain the third dimention which is so
badly needed to solve structural pr6blems.

Special att~ntion will also

be given to sulfide occurrences and wall rock alteration (if any) . in these
co res.
The mineralogy, wall rock alteration, and structure of at least the
larger pros1ects will noted in an attempt to identify the better prospects.
The potential of the ?::'.'OS?ects can be ap:1raiscd by interpreting them in the
light of the geologic mapping already conducted.
Sulfide and other samples will be taken for subsequent sulfur isoto~ic
and other geochemical investigations.

While in the field special attention

Will be given to aay sulfide zonin6 and the existence of any potassium:
bea rine gangue minerals that might be suitable for Rb/Sr age determinations

or

sr 87 ;s-i.• 86
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